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This dictionary seeks to gather the multilingual terminology of the automotive sector sector in
6 languages (English, Basque, Spanish, French, German and Chinese). stamping, forging,
injection, casting, extrusion, rolling, machining, etc .Dictionary of Automotive Engineering:
English/German - German/English: dictionary is intended for people who work in the
automotive industry. It's truly.A selection of Automobile dictionaries, glossaries and
terminologies compiled by Lexicool. German>English Automotive Industry Dictionary
(DE>EN).KudoZ open glossary · German to English; Automotive / Cars & Trucks. The
KudoZ open glossary is a browsable glossary of terms translated via the KudoZ term.German
Translation of “motor” The official Collins English-German Dictionary online. The motor
industry is placing huge bets on electric cars becoming A motor in a machine, vehicle, or boat
is the part that uses electricity or fuel to.German Translation of “automotive” The official
Collins English-German Dictionary He remained by far the best-paid boss in the US
automotive industry .For definitions of many of the English terms used, see TM , Dictionary of
United States Army Terms, Mort Mortar MP Military Police MT Motor Transport Mtcl
Motorcycle Mtr Motor Abfeuerungsverbindung / firing circuit for machine gun ror gun (Tk).
Deutsche Industrie-Norm German Industrial Standard (abbr.This is the Mechanical
engineering dictionary powered by Engineering Bug. It is the smart Which is the best technical
German English dictionary for Mechanical Engineering terminology? Fluid Mechanics and
Machinery Manufacturing Technology Laboratory Easy Searching with Auto suggested words
on typing.Ernst: Dictionary of Engineering and Technology (German-English) Download The
dictionary is the industry standard, and is the comprehensive reference for The dictionary
covers the fields vehicle electronics, information technology.What was once the longest word
in the German language, a tongue consisting of many ridiculously lengthy words, is no more.
And to think we English language speakers consider it a feat to listed in the Duden German
dictionary also belongs to the industry. It means "motor vehicle liability
insurance.".automotive - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. The
automotive industry made record profits last year. See Google Translate's machine translation
of 'automotive'. In other languages: French Italian Portuguese Romanian German Dutch
Swedish Russian Polish Czech Greek.industry definition: 1. the companies and activities
involved in the process of producing goods for sale, especially in a factory or special area: 2.
the people and.German Occupation Titles, English Translation Automechaniker Gehilfe,
Assistant auto mechanic. Automonteur, Auto assemblyman . Dampfmaschinist, Steam
Machine Operator . Grubenbetriebsassistent, Assistant industrial mining.General Vocabulary
in Technical and Scientific Texts Roland Kraus, Peter Baumgartner Some companies do a lot
of outsourcing (vergeben viele Auftrage an Fremdfirmen). outstrip v1. ubersteigen: After the
demand for automotive fuel began to For the tissue machine drive described, the assets
outweigh the.The process used for the MT is based on translation memory. SYSTRAN has
translated thousands of documents for companies in Europe and Japan. It offers 16 available
language pairs: English French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Its specialised
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dictionaries are: Automobile, Aviation, Space, Chemistry.Definition of motor - a machine,
especially one powered by electricity or internal combustion, that supplies motive power for a
vehicle or for another d.Definition of auto - a car. Main definitions of auto in English.:
autoauto. auto1. noun. North American informal. usually as modifier A car. 'the auto
industry'.Germany's Duden dictionary 'importing too many English words' is at 36 letters,
Kraftfahrzeug-Haftpflichtversicherung, motor vehicle liability insurance. insurance companies
providing legal protection, is considered the.Glossary of automotive terms Aftermarket part:
Goods not for use as original equipment in the production of light-duty . G7 (Group of Seven):
Seven industrial countries consisting of the United States, Japan, Germany, France, the
United.English. automatic train stop · automatic translation machine · automatic transmission ·
automatic transmission car · automatic tuning deck · automatic turnstile.buana-alkes.com:
English-German and Multilingual Dictionary. The goal of buana-alkes.com is to make it
possible to share your vocabulary knowledge with the world. This is the main.A Basis for
Scientific and Engineering Translation. German-English-German All the main branches of
industrial technology are examined, such as mechanical, electrical, for a broad range of
important subfields: automotive engineering, plastics, computer systems, construction
technology, aircraft, machine tools.automobile industry dictionary - economic dictionary
dataprocessing english french german spanish italian multilingual. Database with Useful for
specialists and professionals alike working in or for the computer-industry or only with the
instrument computer, from desktop machines to portable devices. Download.This is a list of
words, terms, concepts, and slogans that have been or are used by the German Some factories
that were the primary producers of military equipment, especially . Operation Barbarossa is
the English rendering of the German “Unternehmen Barbarossa. Beutepanzer – captured tank
or armoured vehicle.
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